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Vrio analysis tesla

In today's special upgrade, we use the VRIO framework to assess the strengths and weaknesses associated with Tesla. The VRIO framework is a way of analyzing the strength of a company/organization by evaluating resources and the environment that includes the entity. It is based on value questions; rarity;
imitability; and organisation. Value: The strategy that Tesla follows is a long-term plan aimed at funneling money into the company's future profits. Tesla has not pursued short-term profit targets, but strategic checkpoints. What has come of this strategy is many incredibly valuable manufacturing capabilities, advanced
software packages, and a support system that is focused around its core business model. Tesla didn't have valuable resources in the early life of his career, but after investing in himself, it almost reached its goal of offering a premium electric vehicle for less than $30,000. This is thanks to AI automation, high-quality
robotics facilities, supply chain tweaks and house conceptualisation/production. We can't forget that the CEO is a unique asset company that just to show the spark of his life he created a flamethrower company for fun, semi-profit and strategic marketing. In general, the company has valuable resources according to the
model. Rarity: In terms of rarity, most of the advances that tesla is tracking may not be novel, but they have made great strides. What is particularly important is that Tesla is the autonomous vehicle operations that push out. Recently, Tesla models have been equipped with the new feature Driverless Smart Summon.
That's exactly what it sounds like you can do with your care coming to you, and you don't have to have it. It is still in its early stages, but no other company (which is obvious) has made as much progress. Yes, Tesla has rare resources. Imitation: Yes and No. With enough money and time, any company can reach the
production and technical suitability that Tesla has reached. But! It comes with a heavy price tag, so no, it's not easily imitable. If another company were to put the equivalent of the tools that Tesla has provided, then they would likely declare bankruptcy or die stressed.   As a side note, many of the technological
innovations that Tesla has released to the public. This is an attempt to bring novel technology to the public and make it more of a major stream. Following this strategy may not be the smartest step for profit, but it is more for community efforts. Organization: The organization and structure that Tesla has has allowed it to
continue growing. Weaknesses: it should also be noted that there are some shortcomings in this framework. Like any tool, it is not perfect. One of the potential risks of this framework revolves around the idea of unforeseen changes in the company environment, that is what we focus specifically on. Gas and electric cars
have become a cheeky theme in the present day and age. The turnover of gas cars may be in the future. Would that be good or bad for Tesla? It's hard to say. If the hype of global warming became increasingly stressful, there could be a faster transition to electric cars. A certain company would certainly try to put out very
cheap electric cars that could replace Tesla cars. Overall, this framework is a good idea to start a debate on the viability of the company and its long-term strength. The more pleasing the company has with the framework, the competitive advantage the company has over its competitors. The only manufacturer of a factory
that focuses solely on producing EVs Cost-effective manufacturing factory can be duplicated, but it would be costly and take time to build the current integrated manufacturing process is there to use this resource hi guys, this is a business analysis I wrote during an MBA student and although I mainly write pharmacy
practice, clinical pharmacy and pharmaceutical industry, I stopped branching out and doing some research on Tesla. If there's one thing I learned about this company, it's that Elon Musk is literally a living god. Without him, Tesla wouldn't be where they are now. In fact, without Elon Musk, this company would be
completely bankrupt. Despite the swelling debt Tesla has encountered, confidence in Elon Musk is so important that he continues to add so much value to the company and investors will literally throw money at him because they believe him so much. anyway, I hope you guys enjoy it rather off topic post. Introduction
Imagine a future where every person wakes up in the morning is a car fully charged with a solar charger. With Tesla vehicles, the future of sustainable and renewable energy may come much sooner than later in the transport sector. The rise of the electric vehicle market was driven by Tesla and its innovative lithium-ion
batteries, which had a charging range of more than 200 miles. Before Tesla began its venture into the first fully electric vehicle industry, other automakers were only hybrid gasoline-electric vehicles. Tesla became the first auto company to successfully create and design a fully electric and rechargeable vehicle that was
both beautiful and capable of competing with gasoline-powered cars even with the most established automakers United States.To to better appreciate the rapid growth of Tesla, in this case the analysis was developed to assess the impact Tesla is making toward the U.S. auto industry and its current financial situation.
this case study will review the development of electric vehicles as an industry and the expansion of renewable energy. While Tesla may be seen as a pioneer in the electric vehicle industry, other companies have also decided to take advantage of this market by directly competing with Tesla. These companies include
General Motors, Toyota, BMW and Daimler AG. Industry Analysis The industry analysis focuses on three initial analyses tailored to Tesla. These analyses include key aspects of the Tesla-like overall environment, analysis of Porter's five units and an overview of Tesla's main competitors in the electric vehicle industry.
General environmentElectric vehicle industry environment are external factors that can have either a positive or negative impact on the company's business strategy. In this case, the analysis uses three main segments of the general environment to assess the competitive advantage that Tesla gained in the electric
vehicle industry. Global Segment Which growth in Tesla's popularity also came with the goal of achieving zero emissions of electricity by focusing on solar-powered Superchargers. By February 2015, Tesla had created 2,000 superchargers worldwide that were free to use for Tesla owners. The expansion of the global
network of superchargers and rapid success Tesla has made its functional electric vehicles have allowed the expansion of its company across North America, Europe, Asia and Australia.SocioculturalTesla Roadster became the catalyst that enabled the production of cheaper electric vehicles such as the Tesla Model S
2013, the Tesla Model X 2014 in 2017. Successive and more affordable Tesla vehicles allowed the wider public to have the opportunity to drive a fully electric vehicle. Tesla vehicles also allowed these consumers to use solar-powered charging stations and avoid the rising costs of fossil fuels. TechnologicalTeslast
became a fast-growing player in the automotive industry, due to the impact on the renewable energy sector, as noted with model S sales in 2014-15, increasing by around 55%. The desirability of Tesla vehicles expanded the electric vehicle industry. The growing growth of green energy enabled Tesla's technological
advances to eventually create a competitive and technological market for consumers. Porter's Five ForcesPorter's Five Force consists of five parts that together allow a business analyst to determine how effectively a company can set prices and minimize costs. The importance of these five forces allows the analyst to
make appropriate business decisions that may affect future products or services. Intensity Among competitors, the intensity of rivalry among other competitors has steadily increased and is moderately high. Several companies have tried to create an electric smart car to compete with Tesla, but the bottom line for many of
these companies is the fact that their vehicles will never be Tesla. Competitors have yet to design a car that looks beautiful and futuristic with a performance that is comparable to a gasoline-powered car and as efficient as Tesla. In addition, no other competitor has yet to replicate a similar network of 2000 charging
stations worldwide. The risk to new entrants in the electric vehicle industry is moderately high. A unique aspect Tesla has received is the fact that the company produces its own proprietary lithium-ion batteries in a range of more than 200 miles. Since then, no other company has developed a comparable battery that can
compete with Tesla. The risk of competition is therefore relatively low. But the desirable nature and vision of zero-emission electricity created by Tesla with its beautiful and modern cars with similar performance to petrol-powered cars has raised expectations for consumers. Bargaining power BuyersBuyers' negotiating
position is moderately low. While buyers will eventually decide whether they buy the product or not, Tesla and other competitors will impose a price surcharge on using their battery-powered vehicles. The cost of building proprietary batteries combined with solar-powered superchargers stations will take into account
pricing despite free use of charging stations for Tesla owners. Ultimately, buyers can't dictate the price of electric vehicles when vehicles become affordable to mass consumers. Negotiating position The negotiating position of suppliers of energy Suppliers is significantly high. When Tesla entered the automotive industry,
many suppliers were not able or willing to change their production to allow for specialized production of Tesla vehicles. Due to limited suppliers, Tesla became less selective about supplier choices, often paying certain suppliers more than others because of minimal competition. Tesla tried to reduce transition costs by
becoming more flexible with suppliers, but usually only one supplier would meet the components needed for Tesla vehicles, and the supplier would eventually dictate prices. Risk of substitute products The risk of replacement products is moderately low. At this time, no other company has achieved the same success as
Tesla in a full-electric vehicle. Other major car companies have achieved success with plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV), such as the Toyota Prius, but no other company has developed the same decency as a lithium-ion battery A 200-mile range of single-charging station network that is free to use. Other companies
should innovate beyond the tesla level and produce a product that is an acceptable substitute. Major competitorsWhen Tesla Motors did not gain a significant share of the automotive industry (only 4.5% market share), they quickly became one of the most successful companies competing in this industry. Tesla competed
mainly with General Motors' hybrid electric Chevy Volt, Toyota Motor Corporation hybrid electric Toyota Prius, BMW I-Series and Daimler AG's Mercedes-Benz B-Class Electric Drive.Financial Analysis. The purpose of this analysis is to assess Tesla's financial health and stability. The main focus of financial analysis is
Tesla's performance over five years, financial strengths and weaknesses and the determination of the financial value of shareholders. Balance sheet Analysis Based on the balance sheet (see Table 1), Tesla's assets and liabilities have increased rapidly. In 2010, Tesla's total assets were $386,082 and have grown to
$5,849,251 in 2014. However, Tesla's total liabilities have also increased from $179,034 in 2010 to $4,879,345 in 2014. Tesla generated an exponential increase in cash from $99,558 in 2010 to $1.9 million in 2014, likely due to sales and debt growth. Tesla's equity has steadily increased from $207,048 in 2010 to
$911,710 in 2014.Tesla's total revenue has surged from $204, from $242 in 2010 to $3.1 million in 2014 (see Table 2). The cost of goods sold by Tesla continues to increase from $142,647 in 2011 to $142,647 in 2014. Significant annual operating expenses increase from $313,083 in 2011 to $313,083 in 2014. Analysis
of each ratio allows analysts to identify critical information to fully assess Tesla's ability to pay short-term debt, determine profit-making capabilities and assess solvency risk. Liquidity ratiosTesla's short-term liabilities are used by means of liquidity ratios. As of 2014, Tesla's solvency ratio was 1.52 and the cash ratio was
0.9. The most significant change in the current rate was 2012-2013, where the current From 0.97 to 1.88. This was due to an increase in current assets and, more specifically, a significant increase in cash. Cash growth can be attributed to a significant increase in total revenue (see Table 3). Profitability ratios Profitability
ratios determine how well a company makes a profit, with each ratio providing details of a different aspect. Tesla's gross margin was This decrease in gross margin was due to a 50% decrease in gross profit due to a 270% increase in the cost of goods sold, which was likely due to problems with the supply chain process
and limited suppliers. The most significant change in operating profit was in 2012-2013, where operating profitability improved from -95% to -3%, which is likely to be due to a significant increase in total revenue. Net profit margin continued to decline, with the biggest difference between 2012 and 2013 being -3% to -95%.
This was likely due to a net annual loss (see Table 3). The leverage ratio is used to determine the risk ratio associated with Tesla's debt. The most significant change in Tesla's equity ratio was between 2011 and 2012, when the equity ratio decreased from 0.31 to 0.11 due to a decrease in total equity and an increase in
total assets. The most likely reason why total assets increased between 2011 and 2012 is a 500% increase in stocks, although an increase in bills and an increase in purchasing power parity may also make some contributions to the equity ratio. Coincidentally, the debt ratio increased from 0.69 to 0.89 between 2011 and
2012, indicating that the increase in total equity was financed through accounts payable and an increase in long-term debt, thereby increasing the debt ratio (see Table 3). The DuPont FormulaThe DuPont formula consists of three primary ratios multiplied together to determine Tesla's profit on its assets (ROE). The
formula consists of operational efficiency (profit margin), asset efficiency (total asset turnover) and leverage (equity ratio). Tesla's most significant change in return on equity was between 2012 and 2013, with return on equity decreased significantly from -12% to -288% (see Table 4). When analysing the components, we
can see that in 2013, the eu-25 member states were more likely to be Total turnover of assets in 2012-2013 from 37% to 83%. This was due to an increase in total revenue. Between 2012 and 2013, the equity ratio decreased from 8.93 to 3.62. This was due to an increase in total equity, specifically tesla's 2013 share
capital increase. Overall, the decrease in return on equity in 2012-2013 led to margin, namely permanent loss of income (see Table 4). This company's analysis was specially tailored to Tesla to assess the important business aspects that are essential to its success. This section includes Tesla's mission and vision,
methodical resource-based view (VRIO), key success factors and Tesla's attractiveness as a company. The mission and vision of VisionTesla is to accelerate the world's transition from mining and burn hydrocarbon economy to solar electricity economy. The company's main objective was to have a market for the
company since 2003. Today, Tesla continues to focus on this mission of constantly making electric cars more affordable to reach a broader consumer base. Resource-based view (VRIO)Resource-based view (VRIO) analysis is used to determine whether a company's competencies can provide a competitive advantage.
The VRIO produced below (see Table 5) highlights Tesla's essential competences and strategic advantages. Based on Table 5, the biggest competencies of Tesla include its innovative CEO, Elon Musk, and the unique/futuristic design of its modern electric vehicles, each of the competences to achieve a sustainable
competitive advantage because these competencies cannot be easily replicated. Temporary competitive advantages are Tesla's current headquarters in Silicon Valley and its supercharger network, as other companies develop these competencies over time. The high efficiency of Tesla vehicles in addition to its patented
batteries is competitive parity, as other companies can replicate both hybrid electric gasoline vehicles. table 5. Tesla's VRIO The main success factor is CEO Elon Musk. His success in turning small startup companies into multibillion-dollar companies in addition to its goal of innovation has gathered a culture of hiring only
the best talent. The location of Tesla in Silicon Valley enabled the acquisition of superbly trained, ambitious and highly committed individuals to help pave the way for the success of Tesla. The unique futuristic design of cars with excellent performance that could rival even the most powerful gasoline-powered cars also
created a strong desire for driving and getting a purely electric car. Finally, the Supercharge Network of nearly 2,000 worldwide allowed Tesla owners free, providing a great service to Tesla consumers. The AttractiveNess Company within electric vehicle industryTesla was able to capture a unique niche in the automotive
industry. Despite other companies trying to emulate smart electric cars, no company has been as successful or When you think about the electric vehicle, they just think about Tesla.Case PresentationTesla's current business model has relied heavily on its Secret Master Plan, which was unveiled in 2006. This four-step
chronological agenda was a plan Tesla used to produce electric cars with the goal of charging zero-emission electricity. The four-step scheme was launched in 2006 by Tesla Roadster. The roadster was a purely electric sports car and was designed to enter the sports car segment of the automotive industry, where
consumers were willing to pay a premium. When Tesla gained credibility, the company was able to move markets to higher unit volumes as soon as possible and lower prices with the following models. The first step in the plan was created by the electric sports auto segment and was successful enough to fund even more
R&amp;D's next Tesla vehicle. Tesla's Model S production implemented the second phase of the action plan. The aim of this step was to build a more affordable car for the family. In 2012, Tesla launched the Tesla Model S, focusing on a wider and more consumer-friendly vehicle and a larger range (265 miles for a fee)
with seven seats. The Model S quickly won several awards, including 2013 Auto of the Year.After the success of the previous Tesla vehicles, the third step in the plan was implemented when tesla's Model 3 was announced in 2014. This third step underscored the even more affordable car the Model 3 is priced at
$35,000 and will be available in 2017. The latest move was also to provide zero-emission energy production options and resulted in the expansion of more than 2,000 solar-powered supercharger stations and Tesla Powerwall home battery. Identifying the problems Despite Tesla's rapid growth and success since 2003,
the company has been in a state of great health. Tesla Roadster's initial launch earned a large margin, but most of the revenue was reinvested in research and development to produce consecutive Tesla vehicles. When Tesla launched the Model S in 2012, its revenue surged significantly each year after launch. Tesla,
however, has experienced a number of 10 000 000 000 000 000 Even after investing $1.9 million in cash generated from the production of Gigafactory-produced lithium-ion batteries on a larger scale, Tesla continues to experience net income losses despite waiting net profit. During an initial public offering from Tesla in
2010, the company closed with shares valued at $23.89. The issue of the shares allowed Tesla to earn $238 million in public offerings and continued to expand its business. Three years after going public, the share price rose by 1.5% in 2014. Continued growth and development in addition to gave investors confidence,
despite a decrease in net income per year. The strength of Tesla's share price rise was expected to be a future return. Tesla faces a commercial perspective, the fact that the company is not a very profitable company. They continue to increase their total liabilities and have consistently exceeded revenues each year.
Between 2011 and 2014, the company continues to be under-successful and net income losses continue to be underestimated. Based on DuPont's analysis (see Table 4), the company has dramatically reduced its return on equity from -8.48% in 2011 to -8.48% in 2014. The company is finally reaching a tipping point
where investor confidence is no longer sufficient to fully bear the continued net income. As Tesla continues to lose net income each year, some of the alternatives that this company may consider include: the transition to the development of hybrid electric gasoline cars, the execution of the third phase of the master plan,
or the focus solely on the development of lithium-ion batteries. The issue purely with electric cars is the fact that they have a limited ability to charge. Tesla owners are limited to about 200 to 265 miles for a fee for forcing Tesla consumers to stay close to home charging or relying heavily on a supercharger station that
may or may not be near their local area. With the transition to the development of hybrid gasoline electric cars, Tesla is able to reach a broader consumer base. Another alternative Tesla should consider is to focus purely on the Tesla Model 3. The most affordable version of the Tesla line is the broadest consumer goal
and allows more consumers to have the opportunity to buy a car and earn more revenue from Tesla. This alternative would also mean stopping or reducing production of previous Tesla vehicles and limiting research and development so that the Model 3 would be fully manufactured in larger batches. In addition, Tesla
would also be required to fully expand supercharger stations aimed at at least one station in each major city in the United States.The third alternative Tesla should consider is to stop vehicle production and focus solely on the production of lithium-ion batteries. Tesla was incredibly successful in producing its own patented
lithium-ion batteries in a range of more than 200 miles. Batteries have been the backbone of the company, and the ability to sell these batteries to larger and established automakers would greatly increase Tesla.Solutions' recommendations and implementation revenue for Tesla, based on the assumption that the
company wants to continue to manufacture and develop electric cars. As the primary issue facing Tesla has solutions, recommendations and implementation process are based on improving Tesla's current financial situation. Solutions and recommendations will also be implemented over time, starting with a short-term
solution and recommendation, followed by medium and long-term solutions and recommendations. A short-term solution tesla should consider is to develop cost-cutting contracts with suppliers willing to change their supply chain production to fill the parts needed to produce Tesla vehicles. The importance of this solution
is the fact that many suppliers were unable to meet the initial requirements Tesla needed to effectively produce its vehicles. As a result, Tesla's suppliers were forced to bear high production costs, resulting in high discounting of Tesla vehicles and significant profit losses. By optimising the supply chain process and
providing economies of scale specializing in suppliers, Tesla can significantly reduce the cost of goods sold and further increase total revenue. Short-term RecommendationTesla must contact each of the two hundred suppliers used during the production of model S and negotiate specific production contracts that each
supplier must agree to. If the supplier is unwilling or unable to satisfy the requirements, Tesla must produce its vehicles, alternative parts or suppliers must be followed immediately. Suppliers who are the sole source of a particular component must be prioritised and contracts must first be negotiated with those suppliers.
In order to promote competition between suppliers, Tesla should consider exclusivity agreements in which each supplier is guaranteed a production contract if they remain committed to providing the necessary Tesla parts. Short-term implementation The overnight exchange of the supply chain process would significantly
disrupt the production process. The supply chain process should be improved in four key stages. The first step is to identify suppliers who offer only a significant or one component of a Tesla vehicle and to negotiate an immediate production contract with those suppliers. The second step is to negotiate with the remaining
suppliers for essential parts or parts. If suppliers don't want to negotiate, expand the search for suppliers that can meet Tesla's requirements, or suppliers with alternative parts. The third step is to stop all suppliers who are willing to provide all parts of Tesla vehicles. The final step is to start using some of the online
suppliers that move forward. Intermediate solution A interim solution Tesla should consider is expanding partnerships with other automakers electrical power unit components. The importance of this solution is that Tesla is a supplier of power unit components to many major car manufacturing companies. With Tesla's



popularity and continued growth in innovation, other car manufacturing companies would pay a premium for the expertise and technology developed by Tesla. In addition to making more money for the company, Tesla could indirectly promote its core mission of accelerating the world's transition to sustainable energy,
increasing the efficiency of other vehicles, thereby reducing the use of non-renewable energy. Mid-term review RecommendationTesla should designate auto manufacturing companies to be interested in partnering or cooperating. These companies must be interested in acquiring either Tesla's expertise, technology or
both. Tesla needs to use the connections it has made to its power plant production network to reach companies it has previously partnered with, or companies with which Tesla wants to cooperate in the future. In addition, Tesla should consider working with companies that would provide a synergy relationship. For
example, when Tesla worked with Toyota in 2010 to develop a power plant for the RAV4. A similar relationship could be established with other companies that would be interested in in innovations in battery technology Tesla has created. Mid-term evaluation Interim implementation The mid-term evaluation should take
place in three stages. The first step is to identify companies willing to cooperate with or cooperate with Tesla, and to negotiate agreements that would benefit both Tesla and customer companies. The second step is to determine what companies would like to achieve. Would they like to expand the electrical components
of their propulsion system? Improve vehicle efficiency? Or perhaps expand hybrid capabilities? The third step is to continuously contribute to the development of these projects by sharing limited knowledge and technology with our customers. It is important to meet the contractual obligations of customer companies, but
also to limit their ability to compete with Tesla.Long-Term SolutionA a long-term solution Tesla should consider is to further expand Supercharger stations across the United States. One of the main challenges facing many consumers is Tesla's electric battery charging capacity. Despite being in a range of more than 200-
265 miles for a fee, this range does not fit for long-distance travel. Consumers want the option of being able to travel long distances, and if Tesla wants to compete with gasoline-powered vehicles, the company has no choice but to expand its charging stations. The importance of this solution is that many charging stations
are powered by solar power only, thereby minimising maintenance costs. Initial investment may be costly, but long-term benefits of having a station in every major and small town in the United States can prove invaluable future revenue. Long-term RecommendationTesla should consider the primary locations where its
cars are sold. Focusing on the areas that include the most consumers and expanding superchargers in these areas first, becomes the starting point for expansion. Tesla should also consider larger and smaller cities that would benefit the most from having a supercharger station. If implementation costs become too
expensive for Tesla, they should consider acquiring previously owned gasoline stations that are no longer in business or partnering with a large grocery store like Walmart to install their own supercharger stations alongside gasoline pumps. Long-term implementation To implement this long-term recommendation, Tesla
must go through three key steps. The first step is to explore the first places where their cars are sold. Tesla needs to determine how many consumers there are in each region and expand the supercharger stations accordingly. The second step is to fix the most likely large and small U.S. cities, which would be useful for
having a supercharger station. Doing a survey would be a great starting point. The third step is to determine which companies would benefit if they had a supercharger station in their physical stores. Companies like Walmart would benefit from Tesla's supercharger station in their stores, driving consumer traffic. The
conclusion the electric vehicle market is currently dominated by Tesla and the company has had a lasting impact on the automotive industry. Futuristic concept vehicles and an eco-friendly mission company have helped drive Tesla's share price from about $20 per share to $300 per share. The secret master plan
implemented by Tesla helped develop and finance the necessary research and development for the development of Tesla vehicles, but the inefficiency of the supply chain process led to the company's huge production costs limiting profits. While Tesla continues to grow in popularity and total revenue, excessive amounts
of total liabilities and operating expenses have significantly prevented this company from gaining any net income. If Tesla continues to bear net income, shareholders and loan financiers will eventually lose confidence in the company. It is important for Tesla to recognise its current financial situation and to make the
necessary changes to make a profit in the coming years. Other competitors are also competing for market share in the electric vehicle industry. However, only the first production capable of providing an affordable electric car without restrictions on charging stations has finally become a leader in this area. Industry.
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